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Clerk Trouble: Masculinity, Consumerism, and 
Whitman’s Print Culture

Jason Stacy

Walt Whitman comes across as both man-about-town and nature 
boy in Leaves of Grass: strolling the streets of New York City, 
riding aloft a hay wagon, following the prostitute as she draggles 
her shawl, attending the wedding of a frontiersman. But a look at 
Whitman’s biography reveals a son of the city, with only a sojourn 
into rural Long Island as a country schoolteacher in his youth, and 
as an inquiring tourist to the tip of Long Island as a correspondent 
for the New York Sunday Dispatch.1 In this light, Whitman appears a 
little like a literary version of the twenty-first century lumbersexual, 
a “man dressing like a lumberjack . . . and sporting a beard that has 
the volume of a lumberjack’s beard and the groom of a hipster” 
(www.urbandictionary.com). 

Whitman scholars have known for a long time that every print 
statement by the poet must be read through a lifetime of self-making. 
David Reynold’s research on the poet’s cultural context and Betsy 
Erkkila’s analysis of Whitman as a political actor both trace a lineage 
from the pre-Leaves Walter Whitman, Jr. to the bard of Leaves of 
Grass, while my own book from 2008 discusses the significance 
of his journalism. More recently, interest in Whitman’s interaction 
with a group of writers and artists at Pfaff’s beer cellar, especially in 
Stephanie Blalock, Joana Levin, and Ed Whitley’s edited collection 
of essays on Whitman and bohemia, clarifies how the working-class 
“bard” of the first edition became the coiffed bohemian of the third. 
The present essay proposes a way to further refine an understanding 
of Whitman’s pre-Leaves print persona by exploring the future 
poet’s earliest self-fashioning in the context of class-anxious male 
consumers in the 1830s and 1840s.

This essay loosely ties two strands of study—the historiography 
of clerks in antebellum New York and the poet’s biography—to 
better understand Whitman’s career as a surfer of trends in urban 
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culture. It traces the rise of a new masculine stereo-type, the “counter 
jumper,” in New York City from the 1830s through the 1850s 
during a time of economic and cultural upheaval wrought by shifts 
in the new market economy and explores Whitman’s earliest print 
and pictorial self-fashioning in an attempt to further contextualize 
his persona formation during the “long foreground” of Leaves of 
Grass. Whitman was one of many young men in New York City, 
born in the second decade of the nineteenth century, who filled the 
boarding houses, printing rooms, newspaper offices, mercantile 
firms, dry goods shops, brothels, and oyster houses of the city and 
who inhabited a new and tenuous masculinity.

In her groundbreaking work on middle-class culture, Karen 
Halttunen notes that the growth of urban populations, in general, 
and of New York City, in particular, gave rise to a “world of 
strangers, whose inhabitants [knew] nothing of the majority of their 
fellow residents” (35; see also Lofland). In 1843, Lydia Maria Child 
described the sense of vertigo inspired by this world of strangers 
in terms that echo Whitman’s own descriptions of transitory urban 
encounters, 

“T]hey haunt me in my sleep. . . . Beseeching looks begging the 
comfort and the hope I have no power to give. Hungry eyes that look 
as if they had pleaded long for sympathy, and at last gone mute in still 
despair. . . . [W]hat woful [sic], . . . frightful masks, does the human 
soul look forth . . . in this thoroughfare of nations. . . . Yet in each and 
all like the capacities of an arch angel. . . . ” (92–93)

According to Halttunen, Child’s vertigo elicited a short-hand 
means of judging others, where “fleeting impressions made 
by surface appearances bec[a]me of great importance” (39). 
Accordingly, “[t]he art of engineering all outward expressions 
of the self in order to impress others . . . [became] . . . a central 
concern of antebellum popular self-improvement literature” (40).

Many of these newcomers were young men from the 
Northeastern countryside who sought their fortunes in the bustling 
new market economy of New York City as clerks or, as they were 
derisively termed, “counter jumpers.” Effectively pioneers in a new 
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consumer culture, where work depended upon a modicum of literacy 
and the ability to present a respectable image without much capital 
to support it, these young men, according to Brian Luskey, 

were not dependent journeymen or impoverished day laborers. . . . 
Rather, their subordinate positions were directly related to their youth, 
which permitted the ideals, if not the forms, of apprenticeship to 
persist. . . . As they became adults, [the ideal went,] they would 
simply choose individualistic self-making over the dependent 
social relations. . . . (15)

Unfortunately, the dependent status of these nascent white-collar 
wage earners, and the paucity of opportunities to become capitalists 
in their own right, fostered a new form of urban middle-class 
identity, one which, according to Luskey, “accepted dependence at 
work in return for the ability to achieve a measure of independence 
in consumer culture” (17–19). Fashion in this world proved 
increasingly the means of self-making. Michael Zakim calls the 
young clerk the “leading protagonist in the demise of homespun 
patriarchy”—a protagonist who “preferred the city to the country, 
‘counter-jumping’ to plowing, and selling to producing” (96).

Signs of this urbane male consumer identity appeared as early 
as 1836 when (according to Patricia Cline Cohen) during the trial 
of Richard Robinson for the murder of the prostitute Helen Jewett, 
young men sympathetic to Robinson’s cause began sporting the 
same floppy, small-brimmed cap he made fashionable during the 
trial (304–07). Cohen situates this early fashion within the “popular 
masculine style of the 1830s, [which] . . . drew its inspiration from 
the aristocratic and aesthetic ideals supposed to be typified by Lord 
Byron. . . . [and] young men played the dandy by affecting colorful 
clothing, sloped shoulders, tiny boots, [and] curled heads” (309–
10). Accordingly, these young men marked their separation from the 
farms and towns they left by their pursuit of consumer independence 
in the clerical economy of New York City. Their uniform marked 
their solidarity.
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To the Editor’s Desk
During the 1830s, Whitman was on his way to becoming a skilled 
printer. After ending school at age eleven, he worked for a short 
time in a lawyer’s office before entering a printing apprenticeship 
in Brooklyn with Samuel E. Clements, editor of the Long Island 
Patriot, and, later, with Alden Spooner at the Long Island Star (see 
Whitman, “Henry C. Murphy”; see also Reynolds 46). As a “printer’s 
devil,” so called because of the ink that turned the apprentices’ skin 
black, Whitman learned the trade from a position “very little above 
. . . errand-boy” (Jerrold 301). By the summer of 1835, the future 
poet had ascended to the position compositor, where he honed the 
technique of carefully arranging type on the compositor’s stick for 
the press (Reynolds 46).

But the roles of printer and editor were becoming increasingly 
distinct during the 1830s. Jonas Booth’s steam-driven printing 
press, introduced in 1823 (Pasko 63), and Richard Hoe’s small and 
large cylinder presses, patented in 1835 and improved for the next 
twenty years, made the production of print possible on an industrial 
scale (Hruschka 97). At the same time, the New York Sun’s twenty-
year-old founder, Benjamin Day, united low-cost production, 
topics of everyday interest and advertising revenue into a profitable 
combination (Hruschka 11). James Gordon Bennett, founder of the 
New York Herald, “perfected Day’s formula of cheap and engaging 
news” and coupled it with the image of the crusading celebrity editor. 
Bennett “mixed moralism and salacious topics with a boisterous 
claim to represent the common man against corrupt power. Within 
a year of its founding in 1835, the Herald’s extended coverage of 
the murder of Helen Jewett swelled the newspaper’s readership to 
a daily circulation of 20,000” (New York Herald; see also Stacy, 
“Walt Whitman’s Journalism”).

By 1842, when Whitman began to edit the New York Aurora, 
print was a skilled craft on the cusp of industrial transformation. As 
a result, the roles of printer and editor became increasingly distinct: 
one worked the press, the other wrote for it. This increasing division 
of print labor between those who worked with their hands and those 
who wrote with them emulated the traditional division between 
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bourgeois professionals and skilled artisans. Before celebrity editors 
like Day, Bennett, and Horace Greeley marshaled the printing power 
of the steam-powered press, printing and editing were undertaken 
on the artisan model, where a master-editor oversaw a team of a 
journeyman compositor and an apprentice “devil.” Whitman, like 
many contemporary journalists, began his career in print on this 
model, but, through writing, made the leap out of the pressroom 
and into the editor’s seat, where he enjoyed a liminal status between 
freedom from hard labor and dependency on an employer. Like 
clerks during this period, Whitman achieved the appearance of 
status without the capital to support it. This son of a house builder 
who apprenticed as a printer became a journalist who fashioned 
himself a man about town.

A Dandy Editor
A cursory look at a few items from Whitman’s editorial tenure 
exemplify a young man making himself through consumption 
and display. Two famous images from this period help us imagine 
Whitman in this context. The first (Fig. 1), according to Denise 
Bethel, taken in New Orleans in 1848, and, the second (Fig. 2), 
perhaps made by John Plumbe, Jr., in New York City, famously 
portray a un-Whitmanian Whitman in the contemporary fashion for 
an era when, according to Michael Zakim, the “clerks commuting 
downtown each day on the morning omnibuses, [were] appareled 
in self-conscious contrast to the straw hat and . . . blouse of the 
proletarian sitting alongside. . . .” A number of scholars have 
analyzed Whitman’s relationship with photography, including 
David Reynolds, who notes that Whitman often visited the studio 
of Matthew Brady during this period. Whitman later claimed that 
photographic portraits could replace “witnesses or historians” 
and make “a history from which there would be no appeal” (282). 
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Figure 1. Walt Whitman  
at age 28, via Wikipedia.

Figure 2. Walt Whitman,  
c 1848–1854,  

via Whitmanarchive.org

Ed Folsom, likewise, reminds us that Whitman claimed Leaves 
of Grass was “literally photographed. Nothing . . . poetized, no 
divergence. . . .” (104). But as Whitman celebrated photography’s 
objective portrayal of reality, there is ample evidence that he 
consciously marshaled photography’s powers of self-curation. In a 
later image from the 1870s by W. Curtis Taylor (Fig. 3), Whitman 
claimed, “Yes—that was an actual moth . . . we were good friends,” 
though the image was taken in a studio and the moth was made of 
cardboard “Gallery of Images”; (see also Meehan 203).
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Figure 3. Walt Whitman, half-length portrait, seated, facing left, 
wearing hat and sweater, holding butterfly. Photograph by Phillips 
& Taylor, Philadelphia, 1873. Via Library of Congress, Prints and 

Photographs Division.

Whitman’s writing and photographic portraits from the 1840s 
exhibited a similar willingness to take advantage of each medium’s 
possibilities for self-curation. For example, Whitman famously 
celebrated his fashionable duds in this well-known editorial from 
1842, writing that after

. . . finding it impossible to do any thing either in the way of “heavy 
business,” or humor, we took our cane, (a heavy, dark, beautifully 
polished, hook ended one,) and our hat, (a plain, neat, fashionable 
black one, from Banta’s, 130 Chatham street, which we got gratis, 
on the strength of giving him this puff,) and sauntered forth to have 
a stroll down Broadway to the Battery. Strangely enough, nobody 
stared at us with admiration—nobody said “there goes the Whitman, 
of Aurora!”—nobody ran after us to take a better, and a second better 
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look—no ladies turned their beautiful necks and smiled at us—no 
apple women became pale with awe—no news boys stopped, and 
trembled, and took off their hats . . . no person wheeled out of our 
path deferentially—but on we went, swinging our stick . . . in our 
right hand—and with our left hand tastily thrust in its appropriate 
pocket, in our frock coat, (a grey one.) (Whitman, “Editorial Work”).

When compared to the New Orleans image (Fig. 2), supposedly 
from 1848, it appears that Whitman found a style that he maintained 
for most of his formative years as a journalist. 

Print, as well as clothes, provided the means by which clerks 
self-created, thereby placing the journalist Whitman at the center of 
clerk culture. Thomas Augst argues that this class of literate young 
men “acquired a consciousness of their own individuality” through 
print (24). According to Luskey, clerks read as a means to live a 
public life larger than could be provided by their small group of 
acquaintances. Accordingly, “clerks . . . read . . . about events in 
newspapers rather than attending public gatherings. . . .” (127). For 
example, one young clerk, Edward Tailer, related the action of the 
Astor Place Riot of 1849 in his diary as if he were an eyewitness: 
“volley after volley of large paving stones [were thrown] against 
windows” that were subsequently “smashed to atoms.” However, 
Tailer’s purportedly eyewitness account was taken almost entirely 
from Bennett’s description of the riot in the Herald (qtd in Luskey 
168). During the spring of 1842, Whitman likewise provided 
eyewitness accounts of the street violence that surrounded the Maclay 
Bill between nativists and the bill’s Irish Catholic supporters. In an 
account of a meeting on the controversy Whitman reported,

Bands of filthy wretches, whose very touch is offensive to a decent 
man, drunken loafers, scoundrels whom the police and criminal 
courts would be ashamed to receive in their walls, . . . disgusting 
objects bearing the form of humans . . . broke into the midst of a 
peaceful body of American citizens . . . struck and insulted the chosen 
officers of the assemblage, and with shrieks, loud blasphemy, and 
howling in their hideous native tongue, prevented the continuance of 
the customary routine. (“Insult”)
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Here, Whitman grafted the nativist attitudes of his readership 
onto a scene of political violence to titillate and arouse his readers 
with images that put them in the midst of the action. A tantalizing 
conclusion is that many of Whitman’s readers used the literacy that 
made them employable in the shops and counting houses of New 
York to experience New York City vicariously, through words. This, 
then, provides some possible connection between Whitman and the 
clerk culture of contemporary New York. As a newspaper editor of a 
cheaply produced paper like the Aurora, Whitman, like Greeley and 
Bennett on a larger scale, created both an image and an experience 
of the city. This explains the eclectic mix of politics, culture and 
human-interest stories that Whitman wrote for the Aurora where, 
for example, within the space of one issue, he tepidly endorsed 
Van Buren’s prospects for the Democratic nomination in 1844, 
visited the Crosby Street Synagogue in an editorial that read like a 
good-natured travelogue emphasizing the diversity of the city, and 
penned an exposé of plagiarism entitled “The Great Bamboozle,” 
that turned out to be nothing more than a revised book by Edward 
Bulwer-Lytton. Likewise, on April 6, immediately following the 
self-referential leader in which he celebrated his cane and hat, 
Whitman, adding to his month-long screed against Tammany Hall 
and the Maclay Bill, told a tale of the tragic death of an aspiring Irish 
author, and published a snarky spoiler of a party planned by rival 
editor Park Benjamin (“Editorial Work”). 

Tenuous Masculinity
In all these ways, we can begin to see Whitman’s integration within 
and perpetuation of the clerk culture of the 1840s. The newspaper 
served as a means of echolocation, a consumable good that helped 
readers situate themselves within a community beyond their 
immediate ken (see Anderson). Through politics, book reviews, 
gossip, and eyewitness accounts of the latest events, newspapers 
like Whitman’s Aurora offered readers a print space to imagine 
themselves urban sophisticates. When Whitman sauntered the streets 
of New York City in the minds of his readers, he fought rhetorical 
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battles on their behalf while at the same time telling them what plays 
to see, what books to read, and what frock coats to wear. 

But the identity of these male consumers was subject to charges 
of fraudulency and bad faith. An early poem from the Albany 
Microscope signed “counter jumper” related a visit to a park “where 
white and black dandies all mingle together,” implying illicit 
activities in nefarious places (“True Tale, A”). The North Carolina 
Constitutionalist and Peoples’ Advocate related a humorous story 
of a would-be Casanova from Boston who “[weren’t] nothing but 
a little counter jumper to a broken merchant. . . .” (“Aunt Peggy’s 
Courtship”). Starting in the early 1840s with the closing of notorious 
“flash press” publications like the Whip and Libertine, both of which 
appealed to the fantasies of young men on the make, the economic 
and moral integrity of unattached clerks became a public concern (see 
Cohen, Gilfoyle, and Horowitz). The Voice of Sumter in Livingston, 
Alabama, complained about “counter jumpers in Northern cities . . .” 
(“Bran”) and, by 1840, the Boston Post equated “counter jumpers” 
with “bank clerks” who were the economic enemies of “mechanics 
and laborers” (“Great Whig”). Counter jumpers gallivanted with 
“speculators, bank stock-jobbers and dandies” (“Same Old Coon”). 
Counter jumpers were effete critics who subordinated American 
literature to European authors, according to an editorial probably 
written by Whitman (“Monkeyism”). Counter jumpers, like the 
“kid glove aristocracy,” dreamt of pioneering in California, but 
were afraid to “make a trial of their strength and endurance” (“Very 
Good.”) Counter jumpers were questionable men.

This is not to say that there was a sudden and concerted attack 
on clerks in New York City in the 1840s. In fact, as Ruth Bohan 
shows, this attack doesn’t really come until the 1850s, when clerks 
themselves were struggling against the image of the counter jumper. 
Instead, the ambivalence over the liminal economic status of these 
young men was one of many cultural anxieties raised by new 
market economy. As laborers who did not work with their hands, 
and as precarious members of the middle class without much capital 
to support their status, these young male consumers proved easy 
targets of mockery. Whitman, trained as a skilled artisan, but finding 
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himself in a dandy’s hat, must have sensed his unsteady masculine 
status as well. As Bohan notes, “In an age that placed a premium on 
manliness and masculinity, [clerks] occupied a conflicted and sexually 
ambiguous position within the city’s rapidly growing subculture of 
urban males” (57). In response to this unproven masculinity, clerks 
increasingly turned to amateur sports and gymnastics as a way to 
burnish their masculine self-definition. This turn reflected, as it often 
does within consumer capitalism, male status anxiety grounded in 
economic and cultural insecurity. As Tailer, the young clerk who 
“witnessed” the Astor Place Riot in his diary, wrote, “[W]hen the 
rainy day of hard labor . . . shall have arrived, then will men be 
awakened to a sense of importance of patronizing . . . Gymnasiums, 
in which the human frame is fortified in the physical sense . . . 
for the trials of life” (qtd in Luskey 109). Likewise, Whitman, in 
“Manly Health and Training,” capitalized on clerk insecurities by 
offering a how-to guide to burnish masculine bonafides, if not by 
actual training, at least through vicarious experience. 

Whitman wrote only intermittently for newspapers during the 
1850s. Though he continued to work—as a printer, in a bookstore, 
building houses with his father—he also underwent the literary 
incubation that produced Leaves of Grass. The images of Whitman 
from the 1850s exhibit a different ready-made persona. Whitman’s 
friend and admirer, Richard Maurice Bucke, saw in the one image 
(Fig. 4) a “Christ likeness . . . the moment this carpenter . . . became 
a seer. . . .” However, in light of the changing perceptions of wage-
earning white-collar males in New York City during this period, it is 
tempting to consider the extent to which Whitman’s working-class 
persona, was, strategically, a combination of, as Charles Eliot Norton 
put it, “New England transcendentalist and New York rowdy” and, 
therefore, a response to attacks on clerk masculinity. The persona of 
rowdy transcendentalist allowed Whitman to better situate himself 
neatly within the anxieties of the middle-class consumers around 
him. Like a newspaper editor, Whitman could be, as he called the 
bard in the 1855 preface, a “referee” for his readers, mediating 
between their inner lives and the external world, inviting them to 
make themselves through his words. In this light, Ted Genoways’ 
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Figure 4. Walt Whitman circa 1854, via Library of Congress, Prints and 
Photographs Division.

Figure 5. Walt Whitman 1854, via Wikipedia.
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discovery that the frontispiece of the 1855 edition (Fig. 5) exhibited 
“a significant enlargement of the bulge in Whitman’s crotch . . . to 
emphasize and enlarge the size of [his] concealed manhood” (98) 
becomes one more means by which Whitman, like his readers, used 
print to make themselves into the men they wanted to be.

Note
1. Whitman’s “Travelling Bachelor” series was published in the Sunday 

Dispatch between October 1849 and January 1850. For an online 
edited collection of these articles, see the “Letters from a Travelling 
Bachelor,” Walt Whitman Archive. 
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